
Thousands of free icons with flat simple  
designs that are fantastic for Power Point 
presentations.  My favourite feature is the 

ability to download themed packs  
e.g. a medical pack of icons.

Recruit patients by gaining 
attention with imagery.

Need royalty free images and video? 
Highly rate these two sites.

Amp up your posters &  
presentations with illustrations.

Freepik is a search engine of 
free vector designs.  Great 
health related icons and  

illustrated people, equipment 
and medical imagery.

 

With infogram you can publish charts,  
infographics and reports. While you can only 

download on a premium membership, 
 you can embed to social media accounts and 
websites for FREE.  Great for trial summaries, 

 for participants or the general public!

Turn complex  
data into, 

 visually appealing 
infograpahics.

GRAPHIC DESIGN TOOLS

Recruiting patients using  
social media?

Canva is an online drag-and-drop tool 
with layouts to create a variety of designs.  

There is a large choice of templates  
and it is easy to use.

Its biggest appeal is the simplicity in   
creating social media sized posts for a 

range of platforms.

Also effective in creating printable  
designs such as posters or flyers for  

a doctors waiting room.

Need to edit your images? GIMP is a free 
image editor that you are able to  

download.  It enables you to retouch, 
crop and colour adjust images.  

Best FREE alternative to Photoshop.

If you have some money
in the budget go next level.

Highly recommend checking out Creative Market for 
templates to propel your study.  With a large range 

including logos, flyers as well as ebook and magazine 
templates to help your create products to  

distribute to participants or GPs.

Have access to the Adobe Suite?

Lynda tutorials or Youtube can you  

teach you almost everything

Science may not be thought of as a creative field but presenting data 
in a clear and visually appealing way - both for patients and your 
peers - could expand the scope of your message, the conversations 
that take place and ultimately improve healthcare outcomes.

If you don’t have a graphic designer at your fingertips then these 
websites and free downloads will help you produce plain language 
statements, consent forms, trial summaries, powerpoint presentations, 
conference posters and funding applications that stand out.

Enjoy - and always remember that less is more!

Carmody Forbes
- PC4 GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Another great icon resource to 
make your documents pop.  PLUS a  

time-saving feature is that the nounproject 
has an app, so you can download and drag 
and drop icons straight into your document.

Create dot  
points that are  

memorable 
with icons.

Need help with a PC4 supported study?  

CLICK HERE TO SEND US AN EMAIL

For as little as $5 you can 

download a flyer design!
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